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M-STRUCTURE IN THE BANACH ALGEBRA

OF OPERATORS ON C0(ß)

BY

P. H. FLINN AND R. R. SMITH

Abstract. The M-ideals in ß(C0(ß)), the space of continuous linear operators on

C0(fi), are determined where Q is a locally compact Hausdorff countably paracom-

pact space. A one-to-one correspondence between A/-ideals in B(C0(Ü)), open

subsets of the Stone-Cech compactification of Q, and lower semicontinuous Hermi-

tian projections in ß(C0(ß))** is established.

1. Introduction. The M-idea\ theory of Banach algebras has been developed in

the last few years by various authors [10-12, 14, 15, 18-21] and is now reasonably

well understood. The requirement that a subspace be an M-ideal is very restrictive,

and so, in general, an algebra contains few M-ideals. For example, if 77 is a

separable Hilbert space, the only non trivial M-ideal in £(77) is the ideal of compact

operators. The object of this paper is to present a class of Banach algebras which

have complex but completely determined M-ideal structures. Let C0(ß) denote the

algebra of continuous complex valued functions vanishing at infinity on a locally

compact Hausdorff space ß. The spaces to be considered are the algebras £(C0(ß))

of bounded linear operators on C0(ß). It is well known that a closed subspace M of

C0(ß) is an M-ideal if and only if M= {/G C0(ß): Xuf = f) where U is an

arbitrary but fixed open subset of ß. We will show that if ß is compact and

Hausdorff, an analogous result holds in £(C(ß)); that is, M-ideals in £(C(ß))

correspond to open subsets of ß. The case in which ß is locally compact and

Hausdorff is more complicated, and we will show that under an extra topological

assumption on ß the M-ideals in £(C0(ß)) correspond to open subsets of the

Stone-Cech compactification ßQ, of ß. Finally, we characterize the M-summands of

£(C0(ß)) as being those M-ideals for which the associated U is both open and closed

in ß.

The first step is to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of

M-summands and Hermitian projections in £(C0(ß))**. Only certain M-summands

are the double annihilators of M-ideals, and so it is necessary to characterize the

associated projections. This is accomplished in terms of a semicontinuity condition,

which then allows a complete description of the M-ideal structure of £(C0(ß)) in

terms of the open subsets of ßß.
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It will be helpful to recall some relevant definitions and facts concerning M-ideals

in Banach algebras needed in the sequel. For the general theory of M-ideals we refer

the reader to [2, 3].

Let A be a Banach algebra with identity 7. The state space 5 of A is the

w*-compact convex subset of A* given by S = [p EA*: p(I) = 1 = ||p||}. In

dealing with complex scalars it is often useful to consider the w*-compact convex set

K = co{5 U -iS). Denote by A(K) and Ab(K ) the continuous real valued affine

and bounded real valued affine functions, respectively, on K. The map 6: A -» A(K)

given by 6(a)(k) = Re k(a) is easily seen to be a surjective real isomorphism. Since,

for any a G A and s E S, s(a) = Res(a) + iRe(-is(a)), we see that 0(a) \s and

6(a) \_jS are just the real and imaginary parts of 6(a). 6 extends to an isomorphism

between A** and Ah(K) which we will also denote by 6. When we say that z E A**

is lower semicontinuous we mean that 6(z) is lower semicontinuous as a function on

K with its w*-topology.

The numerical range W(a) of a E A is defined as a compact convex subset of the

complex plane by W(a) = [p(a): p E S). An element A G A is Hermitian if

W(a) Ç R, and we denote the real Banach space of Hermitian elements of A by

%(A). In the case where ß is a compact Hausdorff space, for example, SC(C(ß)) =

CR(ß) (the real valued continuous functions on ß) whereas %(B(C(Q,))) is the set of

operators Tgiven by multiplication by elements of CR(ß). That is, T E %(B(C(£l)))

if and only if there exists an A G CR(ß) for which Tf=hf for any / G C(ß) [5]. If

we call this operator Mh, then the map tt: CR(ß) -» £(C(ß)), defined by 77(A) = Mh,

is an isometric isomorphism of CR(ß) onto 5C(£(C(ß))). If ß is a locally compact

Hausdorff space, then £G %(B(C0(iï))) if and only if T = Mh where now A G

CR(ß), the algebra of bounded real valued continuous functions on ß. Again, m:

CR(ß) -» 0C(77(Co(ß))) is a surjective isometric isomorphism.

If A is a unital Banach algebra, then A** endowed with the Arens multiplication is

also a Banach algebra whose identity is/7 where 7 is the identity element of A, and/

denotes the canonical injection of A into A** (cf. [5, 6] for details). We observe here

only a few facts concerning the Arens multiplication.

( 1 ) £ G yl** is Hermitian if and only if £ |s ç R where 5 is the state space of A.
w* w*

(2) If a E A and Fa -» £ G A**, then aFa -*aF.

(3) If £ G A** and Ga ̂  G, then GaF^ GF.

See [5] for a proof of (1). In (2) we have identified a with ja E A** and will do this

when no confusion is likely to arise. It is straightforward to prove (2) and (3) using

the definition of the Arens multiplication. We note, in passing, that (2) is not

generally true if a G A**\A, and so left multiplication need not be w*-continuous

[7].
A closed subspace M of a Banach space X is an L-summand (respectively, an

M-summand) if there exists a closed subspace M for which X = M © M and

||aai + Afi|| = ||aai|| + ||aaí|| (respectively, ||aai + w|| = max(||AAi||,||aíí||}) for every m E M

and m E M. The natural projection £: X -» M is called an £-projection (M-projec-

tion), and obviously we could characterize £-summands and M-summands as ranges
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of £- and M-projections. A closed subspace M C X is an M-ideal if its annihilator

Mx C X* is an £-summand in A"*. Clearly, M-summands are M-ideals although the

reverse need not be true; consider c0 as an M-ideal in lx. It is also easy to see that if

M is an M-ideal in X then the double annihilator Mxx is an M-summand in X**.

2. M-summands in £(C0(ß))**. Suppose that A is a unital Banach algebra with

identity 7, that J and 7 are complementary £-summands in A* (i.e. A* = J ©/| 7),

and that £ is the associated £-projection of A* onto J. Then £*: A** -» A** is an

M-projection with range 7X . Let P*(I) = z. Since the state space S of /I is a convex

direct sum of £, = S n J and £2 = S n J, z\F =0 and z\F = 1 it follows that

z(S) Ç [0,1]. It is shown in [20] that z = z2, so by (1) z is an Hermitian projection.

Conversely, if M is an M-summand in A** then M is w*-closed [8], so the associated

M-projection £ is the transpose of an £-projection Q: A* -* A*. Thus, £(7) = z is

an Hermitian projection, and this establishes the connection between M-summands

and certain Hermitian projections. In general, not every Hermitian projection on

A** gives rise to an M-summand in ,4**, but it will be shown in this section that this

is the case for £(C0(ß)).

We will employ the technique of approximating the given Hermitian projection by

operators of thin numerical range, and so some facts about such operators will be

established. This set of lemmas is based on arguments presented in [5].

For e > 0 let £E denote the rectangle with vertices at -e ± ¿e, 1 + e ± ie. In the

following four lemmas it will be assumed that T E £(C0(ß)) is an operator whose

numerical range W(T) is contained in £e. Notice that any results obtained for such

an operator T are also vahd for I — T.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that /G C0(ß) and x0 E ß satisfy f(x0) — ||/|| = 1. Then

(£/)(x0)G£E.

Proof. Define a linear functional \p on £(C0(ß)) by \p(U) = (Uf)(x0) for

U E £(C0(fi)). The hypothesis on / and x0 imphes that \p E S so that (Tf)(x0) G

W(T) Q Re.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that f E C0(ß) satisfies f> 0, ||/|| < 1 and f(x0) = 0. Then

|(T/)(x0)|«4e.

Proof. Choose a real valued function g G C0(ß) of unit norm so that g >f and

g(x0) = 1. Then the functions g, g - f, (g - /2)1/2 and (g - /2)1/2 + if all satisfy

the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 at the point x0 G fi. Thus,

|Lm(£g)(x0)|^e    and    \lm(Tg - Tf)(x0)\ ^ e

from which it follows that | Im(£/)(;c0) |< 2e. A similar computation for the second

pair of functions, combined with the observation that Im(/£/) equals Re Tf, leads to

| Re(£/)(x0) |< 2e. It is now clear that | (Tf)(x0) \< 4e.    D

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that f G C0(ß) satisfies f(x0) = 0. Then\(Tf)(x0)\^ 16||/||e.

Proof. Let A =//||/||, and decompose A as h = hx — h2 + i(h3 — h4) where

A„ > 0, ||A„|| < 1 and hn(x0) — 0 for n — 1,2,3,4. Lemma 2.2 can be applied to
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each function A yielding |(£A„)(x0)|< 4e for each n. The result is now a simple

consequence of the triangle inequality.    □

Lemma 2.4. Iff and g are elements of the unit ball of C0(ß) then \\Tf+ (I - T)g\\

< 1 + 68e.

Proof. Fix an arbitrary point x0 E ß and choose a positive function A G C0(ß)

for which h(x0) = \\h\\ = 1. The functions/ — f(x0)A and g — g(x0)h are both zero

at x0 and have norm at most two. Lemma 2.3 may be applied to T and I — T, giving

the inequalities

\(Tf)(x0)-f(x0)(Th)(x0)\<32E,

\((I - T)g)(x0) - g(x0)((I - T)h)(x0)\ < 32e.

Thus,

|(£/)(x0) + ((7 - T)g)(x0)\ <\f(x0)(Th)(x0) + g(x0)((I- T)h)(x0)\ + 64e.

By Lemma 2.1, (£A)(x0) G Re, and so there exists X G [0,1] with |X - (Th)(x0)\*z

2e. It follows that

|(£/)(*0) + ((7-£)g)(x0)|

<|A/M0) + (1 - X)g(x0)\ + 2e\f(x0)\ + 2e\g(x0)\ + 64£

< 1 + 68e.

The point x0 E ß was arbitrary, and so \\Tf + (I - £)g|| < 1 + 68e.    D

This set of lemmas makes possible the following characterization of M-summands

in £(C0(fi))**.

Theorem 2.5. A closed subspace J of £(C0(fi))** is an M-summand if and only if it

is equal to z£(C0(fi))** for some Hermitian projection z G £(C0(fi))**.

Proof. Let z be an Hermitian projection in £(C0(fi))**. If it can be established

that \\U\\ = max{\\zU\\, ||(7 - z)U\\) for all U E 5(C0(fi))**, then z£(C0(ß))** and

(7 — z)£(C0(fi))** are complementary M-summands. Inequality in one direction is

straightforward. Since z is Hermitian, its norm and spectral radius are equal [17],

and so || z || = 1. Then ||zi7||<||t/|| and a similar argument works with z replaced by

7 - z. It suffices, then, to prove that ||Í7|| =£ max{||zt/||, ||(7 - z)U\\).

First consider operators X, Y E £(C0(fi)) and set m = maxfllA'll.liyil}. By [21]

there exists a net (£„} of positive numbers and a net {£„} of operators from

£(C0(fi)) such that limaea = 0, w* - lima£a = z and W(Ta) Ç £Ea. If/G C0(fi),

then, by Lemma 2.4,

||ra(A7) + (7-£a)(y/)||<AAi||/||(l+68£a)

from which it follows that \\TaX + (I - Ta)Y\\ ̂  aai(1 + 68ea).

Now consider elements K, L G £(C0(ß))** with max{||7í ||, ||£||} = m. Choose

nets {Kß} and {£^3} from £(C0(fi)) with w*-limits, respectively K and £, satisfying

maxfJITC^H, ||£^||} = m. The previous estimates apply to Kß and Lß, and so

\\TaKß+ il - Ta)Lß\\<mil + 68ea)
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for all a and ß. Since Ta and 7 — Ta are elements of £(C0(ß)) we may apply (2) to

obtain \\TaK + (I - Ta)L\\ < m(\ + 68ea) for all a, and may then apply (3) to

conclude that \\zK + (I — z)L\\< m. This can be restated as

||z£+(7-z)£||<max(||£||,||£||}

for all £, L E £(C0(fi))**.

For an element U G £(C0(fi))** define K and L to be, respectively, zU and

(7- z)U. Then

\\U\\ =\\zK+ (7-z)£|| <max{||Jf||,||L||} = max{||z(/||, ||(7 - z)(/||).

This proves that z£(C0(fi))** and (7 — z)£(C0(fi))** are complementary M-sum-

mands, and it only remains to show that every M-summand arises in this way.

Given an M-summand 7 in £(C0(fi))**, let z be the associated Hermitian

projection [20, Proposition 3.1]. This projection is also associated with zfi(C0(fi))**,

from which it follows that J and z£(C0(fi))** are equal.    D

3. M-ideals in £(C0(ß)). In £(C0(ß))** the A/-summands have been shown to be

in one-to-one correspondence with the Hermitian projections. While it is true that

every double annihilator 7XX of an M-ideal J in £(C0(fi)) is an M-summand in

£(C0(fi))**, not every M-summand need arise in this way. In a general Banach

algebra A with identity 7 the Hermitian projections in A** corresponding to

M-ideals in A are all lower semicontinuous in the sense discussed in §1 [21]. It is

interesting to note that the converse is also true.

Proposition 3.1. An M-summand in A** is the double annihilator of an M-ideal in

A if and only if its associated Hermitian projection is lower semicontinuous.

Proof. Only the sufficiency of the condition need be established [21]. let X be an

M-summand in A**. Since X is w*-closed the preannihilator X± of X is an

£-summand in A* (see the opening remarks of §2). Let £: A* -» A* be the associated

L-projection. Our aim is to show that X± is w*-closed so that X±± is an M-ideal in

A. This will follow from the assumption that the Hermitian projection z =

(7 — P*)(e) associated with X is lower semicontinuous.

The L-projection P induces a pair of complementary split faces £, = S D £4*

and £2 = S n (7 — P)A* of the state space S (i.e. S — £, ®Conv£2). kerz is w*-closed

since 6z is lower semicontinuous on Tí = co(5 U -iS) and z(S) C [0,1]. An easy

computation shows that £, = kerz n 5 so that £, is w*-closed.

Let 4> be an arbitrary element of PA*. By [16] there exists an absolute constant

c > 0 so that 4> may be expressed as <i> = 2f=1 A,<f>, with <f>, G S and |X,-|< c\\4>\\.

Apply P to this decomposition to obtain

<j> = P4> =  2 X,£<¡>, =  2 a,||£<í>,||(£<¡>,/||£</>,.||)
i=i i=i

where £<f>,/||£<í>,|| G £, [20]. Thus, if ^ G PA* there exist four states t/>, G £, such that

4>= 2?=i M,'/', whh |pj^ c\\\¡/\\. Now suppose that {>£<„} is a net from £4* with

w*-limit \p E A*. The net is bounded in norm by some constant m and so, for each a,
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there exist states \p, a E Fx with

4

"Pa -    2  ßi.a^i.a
i=l

and |p, a|^ caw. Passing to convergent subnets if necessary, there exist states \p¡ E Fx

and constants p, which are, respectively, the limits of (t^, a} and (p,a}. The linear

functional \p is thus in the span of £, and lies in PA* = X. This £-summand is

w*-closed and the proof is complete.    D

Consider the special case in which fi is a compact Hausdorff space. Recall from §1

that tt: CR(fi) -* £(C(fi)) given by rrf = Mf is an isometry of CR(ß) onto

%(B(C(Q))). The second adjoint it**: C(ß)** - £(C(ß))* is then an isometric

embedding. Notice that C(ß)** contains the lower semicontinuous functions on fi.

Proposition 3.2. Let z E £(C(fi))** be a lower semicontinuous Hermitian projec-

tion.   Then  there exists a lower semicontinuous projection /GC(fi)** for which

TT**f=Z.

Proof. Since 6(z) is lower semicontinuous on Tí = co(S U -iS) and 6(z) \_iS = 0

there exists by [1, Corollary 1.1.4] nets {£„} Ç £(C(fi)) and {ea) of positive numbers

with the following properties.

(i)limaea = 0.

(ii) W(Ta) Q ££o where Re^ is the rectangle with vertices -ea ± ej, \ + ea ± eai.

(iii) lima Ta — z in the w*-topology.

(iv) For any state \p on £(C(fi)) the net (Re 4>(Ta)} is increasing with limit z(t//).

Let 1 denote the unit in C(fi), write ga = £al and fa = Regtt. If w G fi is an

arbitrary point, define a state </>„ on £(C(fi)) by ^T - (T\)(w) for T E £(C(ß)).

Then fa(u>) = Re(£al)(w) = Re4>u(Ta) and so {/„(to)} is an increasing net by (iv)

and, hence, the pointwise limit / is lower semicontinuous on fi.

For any fixed ío0 G ß and A G C(fi) the function A — A(w0)l vanishes at ío0 and

has norm at most 2||A||. By Lemma 2.3

|rflA(Wo) - AM0)(7;i)(Wo)| < 32||A||e..

It follows that ||£a — ir(ga)\\ < 32ea. In addition, sup^g^Imlg^w)^ ea by Lemma

2.1 so that ||7r(/a) - 7r(ga)|| < ea and ||£a - w(/a)|| < 33ea. Since z is the w*-hmit of

{Ta} it is also the wMimit of {Tr(fa))- The w*-continuity of tt** yields ir**(f) = z

which completes the proof.    □

Theorem 3.3. Let übe a compact Hausdorff space. There is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between each pair of the following sets:

(i) M-ideals in £(C(fi)),

(ii) lower semicontinuous Hermitian projections in £(C(fi))**,

(iii) lower semicontinuous selfadjoint projections in C(fi)**,

(iv) open subsets o/fi,

(v) closed ideals in C(fi).

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of Proposition

3.1. A lower semicontinuous projection in C(fi)** is simply the characteristic
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function of an open set, and it is well known that all closed ideals in C(fi) are of the

form {/GC(fi): f\E = 0} where £ Ç fi is closed. Thus (iii), (iv) and (v) are

equivalent. Finally, the map it**: C(ß)** -> £(C(fi))** clearly takes lower semicon-

tinuous and selfadjoint projections to lower semicontinuous Hermitian projections

and Proposition 3.2 shows that all such Hermitian projections arise in this way. This

proves that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.    D

Remark 3.4. This theorem states that, given an M-ideal J, there exists an open

subset U of fi with 7 = Tr**(Xu)B(C(ti))** n £(C(fi)). One might think that the

correspondence between M-ideals in £(C(fi)) and closed ideals in C(fi) should be

/V-{£G£(C(ß))|£(C(ß)) Ç/V)

where N is a closed ideal in C(fi). In general, this is incorrect. Let fi be the unit

interval and consider the ideal N of functions vanishing at 0. Let {/„}"=1 be an

increasing approximate identity for N with pointwise limit /, the characteristic

function of (0,1 ]. Define T: C(fi) - TV by Tk = k - £(0)1 for all k E C(fi). If T is

in the M-ideal corresponding to TV then

£ = 7T**(/)£= w*-lirnir(/„)r.
n

Thus Tis the weak limit of the sequence {"■(/, )£}^L, and so in the norm closure of

its convex hull. There must exist functions gn from the unit ball of TV for which

\\T - *ig„)T\\ < V«- For each A G TV, £A = A, and so ||A - g„A|| *£ ||A||/aa. This

may be rewritten as ||(/— g„)A|| < ||A||/« for each integer ai and for all A G TV, from

which it follows that / is the uniform limit of continuous functions. This is clearly a

contradiction, and so the M-ideal corresponding to N is not {T E £(C(fi)) | £(C(fi))

Q A7}-

The situation for a locally compact Hausdorff space fi is more complicated. The

algebra CA(fi) of bounded continuous functions on fi embeds naturally into £(C0(fi))

as an algebra of multipliers, and so the set of Hermitian projections in £(C0(ß))**

contains at least the projections of Ch($l)**. It is natural to conjecture that these

constitute the entire set of such projections, but the authors have only succeeded in

establishing this under an additional topological hypothesis on fi.

Recall that a topological space is said to be countably paracompact if each

countable open cover has a locally finite refinement. Metrizable spaces, pseudo-

metrizable spaces and a-compact spaces are all countably paracompact [13]. Dowker

[9], has established the following equivalences.

Theorem 3.5. The following are equivalent.

(i) ß is countably paracompact and normal.

(ii) The product o/fi with the closed unit interval is normal.

(iii) If u and I are, respectively, upper and lower semicontinuous functions satisfying

m(w) < /(to) for all w G fi, then there exists a continuous function f on fi with

"</</•

The relevance of this result to the problem at hand will become apparent in the

proof of the following proposition. Recall that the distance d(x, Y) of an element x

to a subspace Y of a Banach space X is defined by d(x, Y) = infrey||x — v||.
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Proposition 3.6. Let ß be a countably paracompact normal space and let f be a

bounded real valued function on ß with the property that d(fh, C0(fi)) < e\\h\\ for some

e > 0 and for all A G C0(fi). Then there exists a real valued function g E Ch(ti)

satisfying \\ f - g\\< 5e.

Proof. First suppose that / > 0. Choose an increasing approximate identity {ea}

for C0(fi) so that 0 < ea < la and, for each x E fi, there exists a with ea(x) = 1.

From the hypothesis there exist functions ha G C0(fi) with the property that

||Aa — fea\\ *£ 2e. It may be assumed that each ha is nonnegative since otherwise,

ha V 0 may be used as a replacement. Write la — ha — 2e\a E Ch(Sl) and observe

that la<fea<f.

For a fixed but arbitrary x E fi, choose ea so that ea(x) — 1. Then

ha(x)-f(x) = ha(x)-ea(x)f(x)^2e   and    la(x) - f(x) < 4e.

Consequently, if the lower semicontinuous function / is defined to be supa/a, then

/«/«/+4ela.

The function ||/||la — /is nonnegative and satisfies the hypothesis of the proposi-

tion. From above there exists a lower semicontinuous function /, with

f,<ll/l|lo-/</,+4d0.

If an upper semicontinuous function is defined by u = \\f\\\a — /,, then u — 4ela <

f<u, and so u — 5ela </*£ / + 4da. By Theorem 3.5 there exists a function

g G Cfc(fi) satisfying u — 5ela < g < I + 4ela from which it follows that/ — 5ela <

g < f + 4ela. The norm inequality ||/ — g|| < 5e is immediate.

To obtain the result for general functions, apply the preceding work to ||/||la — /,

which is nonnegative.    D

Theorem 3.7. Let fi be countably paracompact and normal. There is a one-to-one

correspondence between any pair of the following sets:

(i) M-ideals in £(C0(fi)),

(ii) lower semicontinuous Hermitian projections in £(C0(fi))**

(iii) lower semicontinuous projections in Cfc(fi)**,

(iv) closed ideals in C*(fi),

(v) open subsets of the Stone-Cech compactification ßß of ß.

Proof. By definition, ßQ is the maximal ideal space of C*(fi). The equivalence of

(iii), (iv) and (v) then follows from Theorem 3.3. Proposition 3.1 establishes the

correspondence between (i) and (ii), and it only remains to demonstrate the

connection between (ii) and (iii).

Denote by tt: C*(fi) -> £(C0(fi)) the isomorphism which represents a bounded

continuous function as a multiplication operator on C0(fi). The image under tt** of

the set of lower semicontinuous projections in Cfc(fi)** is contained in the set of

lower semicontinuous Hermitian projections in £(C0(fi))**. It will now be shown

that every such projection arises in this way.

Let z be a lower semicontinuous Hermitian projection in £(C0(fi))**. From

Proposition 3.2 there exists a net {ea} of positive numbers and a net {£„} from
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£(C0(fi)) with the properties:

(i)hmaEa = 0,

(ii) W(Ta) is contained in ££,

(iii) lima Ta — z in the w*-topology,

(iv) for any state \p on £(C0(fi)) the net {Re >//(£„)} is increasing with limit z(\p).

The operators Ta and £** have the same numerical range and C0(fi)** may be

regarded as an algebra of continuous functions on a compact space. By Proposition

3.2 there exist selfadjoint elements ha E C0(fi)** so that

lim ||£** -7T**(AJ|| =0.
a

Each AQ, when restricted to the point measures in C0(fi)*, can be regarded as a

function on fi. By Proposition 3.6 there exists a net {/a} from the selfadjoint part of

C(fi) satisfying limj|£0 - *(/J| = 0.

Write ka=fa- \\Ta - w(/a)||la G Cfc(ß) and define a new net {gß} indexed by

finite subsets ß — (a,,.. .,a„) of the old net by gß — supa£ßka. The net {gß} is then

increasing with a lower semicontinuous limit g E C*(fi)**. Clearly w**(g) = z,

from which it follows that g is a projection. The proof is complete.    D

Remark 3.8. Without any extra topological assumptions on fi it is easy to see that

the M-summands of £(C0(fi)) are of the form (£ G £(C0(fi)): XuT = T} where U

is both open and closed in ßfi. For if M is an M summand of £(C0(fi)) and £ is the

associated M-projection, then Pe = z G 0C(£(Co(fi))). Hence z = Mh for some

A G CR(fi) = C(ßti). Clearly M = (£ G £(C0(ß)): zT = T) = z£(C0(ß)) and A =

Xu since z is a projection.
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